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Abstract— The genus Mycobacterium comprises different species, among them the most 

contagious and infectious bacteria. The members of the complex Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

are the most virulent microorganisms that have killed human and other mammals since 

millennia. Additionally, with the many different mycobacterium sequences available, there is 

a crucial need for the visualization and the simplification of their data. In this present study, 

we aim to highlight a comparative genome, proteome and phylogeny analysis of different 

tuberculosis strains using a set of computational and bioinformatics tools (CLC bio , CLC 

ClustalW). Using the CLC bio workbench the similarity and differences among the strains are 

known. Further mutational study is carried out on obtained protein sequence 
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INTRODUCTION : 

The genus Mycobacterium comprises more than 120 species. Among them the most 

contagious and infectious bacteria in particular, M. tuberculosis (MTB) is the causal agent of 

tuberculosis (TB), which is an ancient microorganism infecting and killing humans for 

thousands of years. Several studies demonstrated that this bacterium is an intracellular 

microorganism restricted to mammals and its DNA is still detectable in the bones of Egyptian 

mummies [1].  It is noteworthy that the human TB could be also induced by M. bovis, which 

belongs to the MTB complex (MTBC) and principally infects cattle, but the zoonotic risk for 

human represents a serious problem predominantly, for those who are living at animal-human 

interface [2]. Furthermore, it has become clear that the members of MTBC were originated 

from a single ancestor resulted from an evolutionary bottleneck and a clonal expansion 
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occurred 20,000 to 35,000 years ago [3]. In addition, the progenitor of MTBC offspring was 

restricted in a limited geographical region (East Africa) and called ―M. prototuberculosis” 

[4]. Importantly, most of the pathogenic or slow growing mycobacteria are sharing a high 

similarity and a strong phylogeny relationship [5] and interestingly several studies confirmed 

that the pathogenic mycobacteria were originated from a free living progeny and due to the 

genome reduction and the acquisition of new genes by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) [6] and 

gene rearrangement [7], their capacity of parasitism and infectiousness was developed for 

enabling them to cause severe and dangerous illnesses. mortality surveys that assess causes of 

death. Although many countries have either undertaken prevalence surveys since 2002 or are 

planning to undertake such surveys by 2017, India is not one of them. Currently, estimates of 

the tuberculosis burden in India are predominately based on the numbers of cases that are 

notified and expert opinion on the corresponding level of underreporting. Such estimates 

could be made more accurate and less subjective if expert opinions could be replaced with 

empirical estimates of the level of underreporting in the case notification system.[8] 

: 

 

Fig.2 : Estimates of the mean level of tuberculosis-attributable   mortality, India, 1990–2011 

Note: Deaths caused by co-infection with the human immunodeficiency virus and 

tuberculosis have been excluded 

Indeed, the efforts worldwide focus on the combat against TB, leprosy and other 

mycobacterial diseases and the medical care providers face a great challenge toward the 

achievement of this goal. As a result the first sequenced mycobacterial genome was that of 

the reference strain M. tuberculosis H37Rv and it was re annotated in 2002 by Camus et al. 

[9]. In 2002, the second MTB genome sequence of the clinical strain CDC1551 was 

completed and a whole comparative genome analysis was done with the reference strain 

H37RV based on Large Sequence Polymorphisms (LSPs) and Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms (SNPs) [10]. The SNPs were also used as comparative genome markers for 

studying the evolution, pathogenesis and molecular epidemiology of clinical MTB strains and 

a new phylogeny analysis based on SNPs arrangement was established by Alland et al., [11]. 

More recently, Fillol et al. also described the same approach and they have identified six SNP 

cluster groups (SCGs) and five subgroups within the MTBC members [12].Recently, 

different databases were established and provided the complete genome annotation of the 
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reference. The most widely-used estimates of the national burden of tuberculosis in India are 

produced by the Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme, WHO and the Global 

Burden of Disease Study.  India accounts for an estimated 2.2 million of the 8.6 million new 

cases of tuberculosis that occur each year globally and harbors more than twice as many 

cases as any other country. Ideally, in any country, tuberculosis surveillance is based on a 

comprehensive monitoring system to which all new cases are reported and a vital registration 

system that collects accurate data on the causes of all deaths. Such case monitoring and vital 

registration systems allow evaluation of the incidence of new infections and the levels of 

tuberculosis-related mortality, respectively. In countries lacking such systems, estimates of 

the tuberculosis burden are typically based on national tuberculosis prevalence surveys and 

national strain and other TB strains, such as TubercuList and TB database (TBDB) and with 

the huge amount of visualization, simplification and comparative genomics of their data for 

better understanding their evolutionary events and consequently, the conception of their 

environmental niches, mechanisms of adaptation into human and animal being, 

pathogenicity, virulence determinants that paved the way for appropriate conditions of 

survival within their hosts and the development of new tools of diagnosis and for better 

controlling those threatening diseases [13]. 

Thus, a set of different approaches were used for studying the phylogeny of MTBC by 

fingerprinting the insertion sequence IS6110 or by the SNPs based analysis  and the 

phylogeny of other mycobacterium species was performed based on the extracted 16S rRNA 

sequences [14]. 

Recently, the availability of Bioinformatics tools for genomic comparison facilitated 

handling, visualizing and analyzing of enormous amount of sequence information of 

multispecies bacterial genomes [15, 16]. Therefore, this present study aims to highlight a 

comparative genome, proteome and phylogeny analysis by the computational and 

bioinformatics tools (CLC Bio, ClustalW) and phylogeny analysis for the comparison 

between different mycobacterium tuberculosis strains. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
 

NCBI: Major databases include GenBank for DNA sequences and PubMed, a bibliographic 

database for the biomedical literature. The GENBANK sequence database is an open acess, 

annotated collection of all publicly available nucleotide sequences and their protein 

translations. 

TB Drug Resistance mutation Database:  They have reviewed the most common mutations 

found for the major groups of anti-tuberculosis drugs, establishing a database that we hope 

will enable the development of sequence based tools for diagnosis and surveillance of drug 

resistance in tuberculosis. 

Tuberculist: It is integration of genome, protein, drug, mutant information. It also contains 

structural views, comparative genomics for development of new diagnostic, therapeutic and 

prophylactic measure against tuberculosis. 

CLC Genomics Workbench: It is a platform desktop application with a graphical user-

interface CLC Genomics Workbench, for analyzing and visualizing next generation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GenBank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PubMed
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sequencing data, incorporates cutting-edge technology and algorithms, while also supporting 

and integrating with the rest of your typical NGS workflow. 

The main source of information is: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/GenBank  at NCBI, from 

which different genomes of mycobacterial strains are retrieved for the study. Analysis is 

carried on different strains of drug resistant genes that include katG, inhA, rpoB, pncA and 

others which are the causative agents of many diseases in humans and animals. FASTA 

format sequence of each strain in a gene is obtained. The process is similarly carried out for 

ten drug resistant genes. The sequences obtained from NCBI are imported in CLC software. 

All the strains of particular gene are stored in single folder. The genome sequence obtained is 

aligned using CLC software. ClustalW tool in CLC is used for alignment. All the strains are 

selected and Clustalw option is choosed. For each gene the analysis is carried out. For 

studying the evolution of the mycobacterial species, a phylogenetic tree is constructed based 

on ClustalW alignment. CLC bio's software allows the user to analyze, visualize, and 

compare genomic, transcriptomic and epigenomic data. Using TB drug resistance mutation 

database mutation information about gene is obtained. From tuberculist database the protein 

sequence of the genes are obtained. The sequence is copied in CLC software. By referring the 

codon position in table of TB drug resistance database mutation  

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION : 
The alignment using ClustalW reveals the result of all strains in a particular gene. Here 

different inhA gene strains are aligned. 

 

 

Fig 3 : inhA alignment result by ClustalW 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/GenBank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genomic
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Fig 4 :  Different strains of inhA result 

There are seven strains in inha gene. We can see from the above result that all the strains are 

similar and have no gaps between nucleotides. This represents that no mutation are seen in 

strains. Consensus is total number of nucleotides in column. Conservation represents 

percentage of similar nucleotide present and sequence logo indicates gap size. 

 

 

Fig 5 : rpoB showing Gaps in alignment 

The strains like rpoB_KZN1435, rpoB_f11 and rpoB_CDC1551 are continous while others 

have gap which indicates expression of mutation in those strains. Conservation percentage 

will decrease when gaps are present. Even the Consensus and sequence logo will vary. 
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Based on ClustalW alignment a Phylogenetic tree is constructed to study similarity 

between strains.  Cladogram tree layout is observed. The rooted tree has two main clusters 

which again get divided into sub clusters.Here the strains inhA_ATCC 35801 and 

inhA_CCDC5079 are closely related compared to other strains. They are closely related. 

Next related strain is inhA_CDC1551 followed by CTRI-2.The strains inhA_H37Rv and 

inhA_UT205 are the far related strains based on result obtained. 

 

Fig 7 :  Mutation result of inhA gene 

Refering the mutation information from TB drug resistance databse the mutation on inhA 

gene sequence is done. At 94
th

 position Serine is mutated to Alanine and at 95
th

 position 

Isoleucine to Proline. 

The availability of complete genome sequences of these important pathogens 

provided a wealth of information that could enable understanding the mechanisms of 

evolution, pathogenesis and systematically potential targets of drug discovery.The results of 

previous experimental study realized by Fatiah et al by BLAST matrix showed a high 

similarity among MTB strains as already reported. The similarity values between MTB 

strains, M.bovis and attenuated M.bovis BCG vaccine strains were reasonable. For better 

understanding the evolution of mycobacterial strains a phylogenetic tree was constructed 
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based on 16 rRNA sequences, which allows the identification of most species within the 

genus Mycobacterium.  

In our study we are focusing only on mycobacterium tuberculosis species where we 

find the similarity among strains of different genes. In the genomic and phylogenetic analysis 

we obtained similarity among the strains. Some strains had gaps representing the mutational 

changes. Phylogenetic tree of each gene demonstrated the closely and far related strains. 

Usually we obtained two to three strains which are closely related in the genes. In one of the 

gene strains inhA_ATCC 35801 and inhA_CCDC5079 are closely related compared to other 

strains. The specific mutation position of each gene was identified and mutation was done 

with the protein sequence. 

A similar experiment conducted by Chung-Yi Hsu et al using CLC showed the 

similarity among M.avium paratuberculosis strains. A dendrogram illustrated the M.ap Env 

and M.ap 4B strains are closely related compared to others. Understanding the genome-wide 

variations among pathogenic Mycobacteria will improve our understanding of the 

pathogenesis and evolution of these important pathogens 

CONCLUSION : 

With the considerable genome size differences among the strains included in this 

study, the number of added new genes per genome and the discovery of new genome 

sequences could help in arranging more data about tuberculosis. The comparative genomic 

analysis of mycobacterium sequences by ClustalW reveals the degree of similarity among 

MTB strains. For better understanding of the evolution of strains, a phylogenetic tree is 

constructed based on alignment of sequences. Mutation analysis of the different genomes 

shall further help us to know the effect of mutation on the protein structure. Mycobacteria 

include important pathogenic species for humans and animals, and the Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis complex can be a major cause of death in humans. With the progress of 

molecular diagnosis of infectious diseases in this era of huge amounts of DNA sequences, the 

visualization of data becomes one of the most important priorities to facilitate the analysis 

and the interpretation of the evolutionary events of the bacteria. 

Furthermore, the combination of different sets of Bioinformatics tools could offer a 

good comparative genome analysis, which can provide new insights for better controlling and 

preventing infectious diseases. It could also help for better improving of new diagnosis 

approaches and vaccines against TB and other mycobacterial diseases. 
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